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paintings and river scenes, had bee
stripped out.

cere

iousl y

The Pittsburgh Scorpion Club, by co mo consent,
intended that it would gradually dis integrate and
disappear due to age, retirement and.
. well .
.you
get the idea.
No records or memories survive today explaini ng
the choice of the name Scorpion. The term itself
refers to a genus of arachnidians with a front pair of
nipping claws and a long, slender pointed tail ending
in a curved, poisonous sting. A loose interpretation
is "an offensive person; one willfully annoying or
perverse." Another term references an arachnid - like
specimen known as the 'false scorpion' or 'book
scorpion.'
Perhaps the esteemed Pittsburghers back in 1930
had in mind the more poetic Scorpion's Heart - the
bright star, Antares, which illuminates the
constellation Scorpio.

* * * * *
I am indebted to Mr. & Mrs. J.W. Rutter (Woody &
Bee) in Marietta, Ohio, for making available the typed
sketch on the Pittsburgh Scorpion Club from the family
papers of the late Capt. Fred Way, Jr., Bee's father.
Woody attended several meetings and supplied additional
memories and anecdotes on the Scorpions.
Russell Dale Flick
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The Pencil
As I sat doodling in hope of ideas for this paper,
I mindlessly began chewing the end of my pencil, a
short one with no eraser, like those given to golfers
so that their scores cannot be changed.
My molars
shredded the end of the pencil and did indeed relieve
all my bottled - up tension and Freudian angst.
But why
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destroy such an elegant instrument of commun~cation i~
the course of self therapy? And so with penltence thls
paean to the pencil.
First its name. Like much of our lan~uag~,
"pencil" comes from the Latin "pencil~u~'"
wh~ch
.
denotes a fine hair brush used for wrltlng and drawlng
and in turn derives from "penis," Latin for t.a.i.l. as
well as for the male organ. Freudians, make of that
what you wish!
"Pencillum" is the diminutive of
"peniculus," a large brush made with hairs from an
animal tail.
The Romans used the delicate, pointed
"penicillium" to darken or color lines drawn by a
stylus on waxed plates or ivory. Thus the earliest
pencil was in fact a paint brush.
Pertinent as well to our story is a simple and
more available method of writing, common among ancients
and consisting of a chunk of charcoal or of metallis
lead, used to inscribe gray lines on light backgrounds,
legible to be sure, but the technique was messy and
cumbersome. Another alternative to the "penicillium"
was a hollow reed or quill to hold the marking fluid.
For writing, quills had to be constantly shaped and
sharpened, a skill requiring a knife, soon to be dubbed
pen knife and present in the pocket of every competent
pen writer.
Clumsy hunks of lead for writing evolved into the
"plummet," a thin stylus of lead alloyed with tin,
which was in wide use even as late as 1800. The modern
"lead pencil, I! totally different chemically from the
p~ummet, had its beginnings in the 16 th century, when a
m~ne of excellent graphite was discovered at
Borrowdale, near Keswick in the Lake District of
England and when it was noted that a sharp piece of
this material made a strong black line on parchment or
paper, a clear line that was unexpectedly erasable with
bread crumbs. Graphite in mines comes in pseudometallic sheets of lustrous carbon grains, much less
compressed than its sibling, the diamond.
The drawn
line left by an edge of graphite consists of bits of
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carbon lodged in micro pores of pape r, parchment, and
the like.
The purveyors of graphi~e faced , the
challenge of putting the material ~nto an ~nst rument
suitable for writing, and because the ear ly form ,
resembled the plummet, it was called a ','lead pencll, II
even though it contained no lead.
In t ~me, ~ecau se of
convenience the lead pencil replaced the anc~ent and
more complicated "penicillium."
The pencil I so idly chewed seemed simple enough
to my jaded eye, but in fact it represente~ ~ome 300
years of trial and error before a cheap wrlt~ng
instrument could be marketed, strong enough to
withstand the daily use of various points, shapes, and
colors. And today we take it for granted.
During the Napoleonic Wars the French, who were no
longer able to import Borrowdale graphite, learned to
combine a cheaper substitute with clay and wax and to
bake the mixture into hard strips that, when sliced,
could be inserted into tubes of wood, and they created
a much superior product.
The secret of the French
process spread slowly to Germany and America, where in
the 1800's better manufacture and marketing yielded a
broad choice of pencils at attractively low costs.
In 1821 John Thoreau of Concord, MA, learned to
combine newly discovered New Hampshire graphite with
clay and gum and to enclose the baked ceramic solid
into wooden cases.
By 1824 he was selling a range of
pencils to the Boston market, pencils not good by
today's standards, too gritty, too soft, too breakable.
In 1837 his son, Henry David, just out of Harvard and
inquisitive and inventive, began to improve his
~ather~s product., By learning how to grind graphite
lnto flne suspenslon, by varying the amount and quality
of cl~y, by adjusting the mixtures of wax, and by
alter~ng the temperature and duration of baking
Thoreau, the Y0':lnger, created a variety of "leads" from
soft to hard whlch th~n were bound with glue in cedar
cases.
Emerson said of his friend Thoreau,
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III ever think of him with note pad and pencil."
By 1844 Thoreau pencils were superior enough for
Emerson to write to Caroline Sturgis in Boston:
IIDear Caroline,

Concord Sunday, May 19

I only write now to send you four pencils with
different marks which I am desirous that you should try
as drawing pencils and find to be good. Henry Thoreau
has made, as he thinks, great improvements in the
manufacture, and believes he makes as good a pencil as
the good English drawing pencil.
.They are for sale
at Miss Peabody's for 75 cents a dozen.
Farewell,
Waldo"
Caroline thought the pencils to be excellent but
wondered if a softer variety could be had.
Ten years
later the Thoreau Company found that selling powdered
graphite to the printing industry out-profited the
pencil trade and ceased this phase of business.
Henry
took over as President in 1859 after his father's
death.
Other U.S. pencil makers included the New England
Dixon Crucible Co., which learned how to adapt graphite
to the pencil trade, and by 1900 dominated the u.s.
market.
The Dixon people imported Ceylon graphite as
ballast for the Marblehead c1ippe rships, and the Dixon
mass production methods lowered the price to 5 cents a
pencil. Even wood shavings and dust were sucked up for
fuel.
After buying the Ticonderoga Graphite Company in
1837, Dixon put that famous name on their pencils.
The German Faber Company, experts in continental
pencil manufacture, invaded the u.s. after the Civil
War and set high standards for all competitors. More
recently the American Eagle Co. has been especially
successful since 1900, and their research has led the
way to many improved products. The profitability of a
well run pencil company has attracted and maintained a
number of able players.
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The pencil itself has been ess ent i a l in thi s
country for the growth of engineer i n g and t echn olog y ,
because pictures and plans have been vita l t o define
new structures from bridges to gadgets. Along the way
of history the pencil has given us a numbe r o f
oddities.
Thus the common yellow color was born in
Europe, where it honored the imperial Hapsburg colors
of yellow and black.
Dchools in this country
discouraged pencils with erasers, as promoting greater
frequency of errors. The best pencils have been
designed for draftsmen. Lincoln wrote the Gettysburg
address with a pencil on the back of an envelop.
Soldiers in the Civil War relished the pencil for their
letters home. The hexagonal contour of the case has
proven most comfortable for the public, but artists and
draftsmen prefer round cases that facilitate easy
rotation of the point. Mechanical pencils such as
Eversharp and Scripto have never threatened the
cheapness and comfort of a wooden pencil.
In 1770 a
tree resin from the West Indies was found by Joseph
Priestley to erase graphite marks on paper by rubbing
the resin over the lines, hence the name "rubber" for
that resin, a name that persists to this day.
The modern pencil results from a combination of
from Ceylon, of clay from Mississippi, of
orlental gums, of Pennsylvania water, of California
c edar , of aluminum or brass ferrule, of South American
r ubber and Italian pumice for eraser, and the total
process of making a pencil may take four to six months
and requ i re 50-60 different operations. How's that to
chew on? Much of pencil making remains a proprietary
secret, even to this day.
gr~phite

Sharpening a pencil can be an art, so the experts
say, an art that must account for the user's habits and
prefere~ces for force, length, and intens i t y of l'
The ~rtlst's,sharp knife cuts only the wo ode n cas~~~'
leavlng 3/8 lnch of lead exposed, and tap ers t h e wood
above for nearly an inch. Sandpape r or emer cloth
~~arpen the graphite point to fing e r pr i ckin~ fineness
h cour~e, most of us fail this test of a rt istic
.
s arpenlng, and we turn to mechan i ca l shar e ners
Apsco s~arpener, cranked by hand, r e li ed o~ two'
The
c~nv7rgln~ and rotating cutters and colle cte d the
s aVlngs ln a plastic case, but beware of the broken
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point, especially with soft colored leads, that can jam
at the cutters' final angle . Today electrical
sharpeners come to the rescue of most of us.
And so, we wise men are left with questions. will
the computer condemn the pencil to museums? If so,
what will doodlers doodle with? And what will the
genius masticate to generate a marvel? will the
rotting barrios of Rio and the burned out slums of L.A.
be the last havens of the pencil, where the forgotten
and discarded poor claw their way to literacy on the
stub of a wooden pencil?
Ah, we can only wonder.
John H. Wulsin, M.D.
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It's About This Bird!
It's about this bird.
It happened on a Sunday evening.
It had been a very long day.
The priest had just arrived home when the telephone
rang.
It was a man.
He was very upset.
He told the priest his name.
The priest didn't know him.
He said,

liMy oldest son has been killed in an

automobile accident i n Minnesota .
He was working for the government as a Forest Ranger.

